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Middle East Policy After 2016
Summary

- Despite President Barack Obama’s efforts to ‘rebalance’ US strategy towards Asia, the Middle East has dominated his administration’s foreign policy agenda and will continue to demand significant attention and resources from his successor.

- Obama’s presidency has not resolved the question of whether the United States’ quest for primacy in the Middle East is desirable; how the next president answers this question will frame his or her approach to Middle East policy.

- Hillary Clinton seeks to renew the US pursuit of primacy in the Middle East. This agenda is likely to be reflected in a more assertive stance towards Syria, more vigorous efforts to contain Iran and a return to more traditional relations with established Middle Eastern allies, especially Israel and Saudi Arabia.

- Donald Trump questions whether regional primacy is in the interest of the United States, rejects regime change and wants to work with Russia against ISIS. But it is unclear whether such realist impulses would be matched by policy given the likely presence of hawkish Middle East advisers in a Trump administration, while perceptions that Trump is anti-Muslim could limit cooperation from states in the region.

- Under either Clinton or Trump, Middle East policy is likely to become more interventionist and confrontational than it has been in Obama’s second term.
Introduction

As president, Barack Obama has sought to ‘rebalance’ US geopolitical strategy by shifting high-level attention and resources from the Middle East to Asia. Despite this, the Middle East has largely dominated his administration’s foreign policy agenda, and it will continue demanding significant attention and resources from his successor.

The next president will have to craft a strategy that addresses a daunting array of challenges at a time of consequential change in the Middle East. These challenges include Iran’s continued rise, Russia’s expanding role, Turkey’s potential realignment away from the West, the growing attraction of jihadi ideas and activism across the Sunni world, and mounting concern about Saudi Arabia’s long-term stability. On the other hand, the next president will be under less pressure than any president since the late 1960s to seriously address the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. This Election Note assesses the strategic and political contexts in which US Middle East policy is likely to develop under the next president, the approaches of the Democratic and Republican nominees, and the international implications of these approaches.

Background

Debate over Middle East policy in the election campaign has been driven by competing perspectives on the demands of US strategy in the Middle East since the end of the Cold War and, especially, since 9/11. On one side, a quintessentially centrist Democrat – Hillary Clinton – endorses the foreign policy establishment’s perceived imperative that the United States pursue security and diplomatic primacy in the region. Against this, a strikingly unconventional Republican candidate, Donald Trump, wants to put ‘America first’ and questions whether Middle East primacy really serves US interests.

The United States has aspired to be the Middle East’s dominant power since the Second World War. For decades successive US administrations have considered military supremacy in the Middle East indispensable to maintaining influence over the flow of hydrocarbons from the region to international markets – an agenda that, in turn, each administration has deemed essential to bolstering America’s global standing. US policy-makers have long seen alliances with Saudi Arabia, Iran (until the revolution of 1979), Israel (after the 1967 Arab–Israeli War) and Egypt (since the 1978 Camp David Accords) as key to realizing these related ambitions.

The United States’ quest for regional dominance was constrained in significant ways by the Cold War.¹ However, as the Cold War ended, this quest entered a new phase with the Gulf War, when the

George H. W. Bush administration deployed nearly 1 million troops to defend the foundations of a pro-American regional order against an expansionist Iraq and then sought to consolidate that order by leaving US forces on the ground. The pursuit of primacy continued to drive Middle East policy during the presidencies of both Bill Clinton and – in intensified, post-9/11 mode – George W. Bush. Even after what many around the world and (by now) most Americans consider George W. Bush’s counterproductive wars in the region, many mainstream US elites – including Republican neo-conservatives and Democratic liberal interventionists – believe that Middle East primacy remains vital to American security and prosperity.²

Barack Obama emerged as a presidential candidate partly because he challenged aspects of this regional primacy agenda. In the 2008 Democratic primaries, he distinguished himself from his main rival, Senator Hillary Clinton, by highlighting his opposition to the 2003 Iraq War (which Clinton had endorsed in the Senate) and advocating diplomacy with Iran (which Clinton had opposed). Eight years later, as his presidency approaches its end, Obama’s camp is crafting a narrative about how he put US Middle East policy on a more sustainable course by raising the threshold for US military intervention, reducing the United States’ on-the-ground military presence, and recalibrating relations with established yet problematic Israeli and Saudi allies. Arguably, Obama’s 2011 Libya campaign failed to meet his own criteria under which direct US military engagement would have been justified. By the president’s acknowledgment, this had negative results. But partly as a result of this experience, Obama has, his defenders say, more rigorously resisted pressure for large-scale military intervention in Syria, thus avoiding another Middle Eastern quagmire.³ Obama’s supporters also cite the 2015 Iran nuclear deal – the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) – as having strengthened the United States’ regional position by precluding Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons without the need for the United States to use force.⁴

‘Primacists’ claim that Obama’s high threshold for military action and his mishandling of long-time allies have eroded US influence in the Middle East, and that this has set the stage for the explosive emergence of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and for Russia’s expanded regional role.⁵ More

---

⁴ As president, Obama grew concerned that, if Iran kept developing fuel-cycle capabilities, he would face escalating pressure to strike Iranian nuclear facilities. He judged that the prospect of yet another US-initiated Middle Eastern war – to stop Iran from enriching uranium under international safeguards – would be potentially as damaging to the United States’ regional position as the Iraq invasion; see Leverett, F. and Mann Leverett, H. (2016), ‘Iran After the Nuclear Deal: A Rising Power’s Strategic Orientation’, China International Strategy Review; and Miller (2016), ‘A Defense of Obama’s Middle East ‘Balancing Act’.
than a year after the JCPOA’s conclusion, support for the agreement remains weak and mainstream US elites show growing concern that it is empowering Iran’s regime. Alternatively, those on both the left and the right who see the primacy agenda as damaging to the United States’ long-term position criticize Obama for falling short of his campaign pledge to end not just the Iraq War, but also the mindset behind it. Besides Libya, they cite Obama’s limited but still destabilizing support for the overthrow of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria and anti-Americanism fuelled by drone strikes as proof of his failure to break with the hegemonic approach to the Middle East. At least some critics focused on human rights would add to this list of failures Obama’s record on Egypt: first, his willingness to defend President Hosni Mubarak almost to the last in 2011, despite mounting popular protests against an autocratic regime; and the US administration’s tepid reaction to the July 2013 military coup that deposed Egypt’s democratically elected Muslim Brotherhood government.

Whatever one thinks of Obama’s Middle East legacy, his presidency did not resolve the question of whether primacy in the region is desirable for the United States. Whether and how President Clinton or President Trump attempts to answer this question will frame her/his approach to high-priority Middle East challenges, including Syria, defining post-JCPOA policy towards Iran, and dealing with established allies such as Israel and Saudi Arabia.

Policy positions

Hillary Clinton

While Hillary Clinton is often portrayed as in effect running for Obama’s third term, on Middle East policy the metaphor is potentially misleading. Clinton is as devoted to the ‘primacist’ approach to foreign policy as any Democrat at the uppermost levels of US politics, and she is committed to its continued pursuit in the Middle East. Indeed Obama’s choice of Clinton as secretary of state during his first term surprised those expecting him to pursue a more realist approach to the region.

While Clinton’s electoral strategy relies on Obama’s support, she has publicly disagreed with or distanced herself from the parameters by which the president’s camp now seeks to define his Middle East legacy. Her foreign policy advisory apparatus is vast and encompasses defenders of Obama’s Middle East policies as well as critics of key elements of those policies. On balance, in a
Clinton administration liberal interventionists would likely have the upper hand over those with more realist outlooks, even if figures seen as relatively realist in their strategic orientation might take some cabinet-level posts. Clinton’s views and her administration’s probable composition suggest that, if she is elected president, her policies will be more militarily interventionist, more accommodating of traditional US allies and tougher on Iran than Obama’s current posture – in other words, her approach would be evocative of Obama’s first term, when she was secretary of state.

Syria would likely be an early arena in which these dynamics could apply. As secretary of state, Clinton championed the US intervention in Libya over opposition from the vice-president, the National Security Advisor and the Secretary of Defense. During Obama’s second term, Clinton – as well as some of her prominent advisers and her running mate, Senator Tim Kaine – criticized the president’s reluctance to support anti-Assad fighters more robustly (including by imposing no-fly zones), his reticence to enforce his ‘red line’ after the alleged use of chemical weapons by Syria’s government, and the creeping prioritization of fighting ISIS over removing Assad. All these positions were viewed as failures and mistakes that diminished US credibility.

Advisers likely to have major positions in a Clinton administration say that she would order a ‘full review’ of Syria policy as a ‘first key task of her presidency’. Options would probably include the establishment of no-fly zones (which Clinton’s campaign now calls ‘safe zones’), increased backing for anti-Assad fighters, and intensified public diplomacy that would seek to delegitimize Assad by classifying him as a war criminal. Whichever options her administration chose, they would likely be combined with expanded US military action – airstrikes, special forces operations and possibly the deployment of regular combat units – against ISIS in Iraq and Syria.

A more assertive Syria policy would blend into another near-certain early focus for Clinton’s Middle East strategy: more vigorous containment of Iran. During Obama’s first term, Clinton restrained the development of substantive diplomatic engagement with Iran, including acceptance of the reality and (at least implicitly) the principle of safeguarded Iranian nuclear enrichment as essential to progress on the nuclear issue. It was only in Obama’s second term, when Clinton was no longer


secretary of state, that the president could translate his view of the downside risks of US-initiated war with Iran into more serious nuclear diplomacy with Tehran. Once the JCPOA was concluded, Clinton endorsed it. But she has elaborated that it ‘isn’t the start of some larger diplomatic opening’ and that America needs to do more with its traditional regional allies to ‘confront’ Iran ‘across the board’.

Clinton’s statements and those of her advisers suggest that her administration would take early steps to reaffirm the Persian Gulf as a US vital interest, and that it would start working to build a regional coalition explicitly to counter Iranian ‘proxies’. A Clinton administration would also likely intensify criticism of political conditions in Iran, with an implication that the United States would be prepared to lend overt support to popular calls for fundamental political change – precisely at a time when President Hassan Rouhani, less popular domestically as a result of US unwillingness to provide more tangible sanctions relief under the JCPOA, faces re-election. Clinton has also urged new sanctions over Iran’s missile tests, even though the Obama administration says that these do not violate the JCPOA.

For Clinton, toughness towards Syria and Iran would restore momentum to the United States’ primacist agenda of bringing as much of the Middle East as possible under a highly militarized, US-led security order while ostracizing and undermining those unwilling to subordinate their strategic independence so fundamentally. To this end, a Clinton administration would return to more traditional modes of interaction with established Middle Eastern allies compared with the approach adopted by Obama. For Clinton, two of these allies, Israel and Saudi Arabia, remain essential to forestalling the emergence of independent regional powers. Today, the leading candidate for such status is Iran. Clinton’s circle believes that, to contain Iran, it is vital ‘to be raising the confidence of our Sunni partners that the United States is going to be there’ to protect these partners’ regional positions.

Obama has boosted weapons sales to traditional partners like Israel and Saudi Arabia, as well as military and intelligence cooperation with them, to unprecedented levels. But he has also

---


[18] Ibid.


sometimes spoken out publicly when he has judged that they were acting against their own – or US – interests. A Clinton administration would largely stop such criticism. While it might superficially renew US efforts to mediate the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, it would be highly unlikely to push for outcomes limiting Israel’s strategic autonomy. Similarly, a Clinton administration would almost certainly be disinclined to press Egypt’s government for serious political reform. Obama’s resistance to more direct US involvement in Syria unsettled allies whose security strategies depend on a US commitment to Middle East primacy. Also unsettling for some was the (ultimately theoretical) prospect that the JCPOA might enable wider US–Iranian rapprochement. A Clinton administration would reassure these allies that the United States was once again fully committed to being the Middle East’s prime power and the ultimate manager of its security dynamics.

Donald Trump

As noted, Donald Trump questions whether Middle East primacy is really in the United States’ interest – and he assesses that interest relatively narrowly in terms of direct material economic and political benefits and costs. He rejects US-instigated regime change, presenting himself as a prescient opponent of the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and of the intervention in Libya in 2011 (even though he made statements supporting both actions before and as they were launched). Early in his candidacy, Trump made statements that broke with mainstream policy views on some aspects of the US–Israeli special relationship. He now professes support for Israel’s security and strategic preferences with as much ardour as any major-party presidential candidate, at least on the surface. Overall, though, Trump seems less inclined to view long-term US allies like Israel and Saudi Arabia as partners in projecting US power and influence, and more inclined to question the United States’ seemingly unconditional security ties to them. His rhetoric also suggests that he is more comfortable than most members of the US policy elite with elements of classical balance-of-power thinking (e.g. great power concerts, spheres of influence), which would make him less concerned about the involvement of other major powers – such as Russia – in the region.

While Trump may appear to offer an alternative to Clinton’s adherence to the concept of US primacy, it is unclear whether, as president, he would translate this into coherent policy. His rhetoric on Middle East strategy is inconsistent. For example, he can, in the same speech, denounce regime change and nation-building while insisting that the United States should ‘take the oil’ after intervening in countries such as Iraq and Libya.\textsuperscript{25} Beyond Trump’s views, one must also consider the potential influence of advisers who remain invested in the US quest for Middle East primacy. Trump’s advisory apparatus is nowhere near as large as Clinton’s, and many neo-conservative and other Republican foreign policy experts have taken a public stance against his candidacy and have pledged not to serve in a Trump administration.\textsuperscript{26} Nevertheless, his advisers include figures who have taken hardline neo-conservative positions on Middle East issues.\textsuperscript{27}

On this point, it is noteworthy that George W. Bush ran for president in 2000 on a less interventionist foreign policy platform than his Democratic opponent, Vice-President Al Gore. In office Bush reversed course on advice from neo-conservatives in his administration and as a result of his own reaction to the 9/11 attacks. Trump’s neo-conservative advisers and his tendency to react impulsively in certain situations could similarly steer his Middle East strategy towards military intervention. Moreover, Trump’s body of statements and proposals widely perceived as anti-Muslim could drive public opinion in Middle Eastern societies in ways that would make it hard for the region’s governments to be seen as cooperating with a Trump administration.

On Syria, Trump argues – in line with his opposition to regime change – that the United States should not seek to bring down Assad and his government.\textsuperscript{28} A Trump administration would likely prioritize fighting ISIS over removing Assad. He favours (without offering specifics) intensified US military action to ‘destroy’ ISIS, and has expressed interest in cooperating with Russia on this goal.\textsuperscript{29} But if Trump ever thought he had been double-crossed by President Vladimir Putin, the likelihood of intensified US military action in Syria could rise. At the same time, he hasendorsed no-fly zones over Syria to protect civilians – something the United States would surely have to lead in implementing, over objections from Syria, Russia and others.

Trump has been scathing about the Iran nuclear agreement. But he has said that, as president, he would not rip it up. Part of his critique focuses on the Obama administration’s failure to use the agreement to create business opportunities for US firms in Iran. Trump would be unlikely to pull out of the JCPOA unilaterally; he has acknowledged that, as long as Iran complies with its terms, there will be little international appetite for scrapping it. Trump might even want to explore options for US–Iranian commercial interaction. But if, as seems likely, this proves impossible on terms that a Trump administration would deem politically acceptable, it would revert to what he has described as ‘polic[ing] that contract so tough they don’t even have a chance’ – in other words, implementing the JCPOA in such a way that Iran would eventually conclude that the United States was violating the accord and thus decide to withdraw.30

Trump’s self-image as a successful negotiator might push him to try mediating between Israelis and Palestinians, but he is no more likely than Clinton to push for a settlement that would seriously limit Israel’s strategic options. A Trump administration would also be highly unlikely to have much interest in pressing allies in Egypt, Saudi Arabia and elsewhere over their internal political conditions.

**International implications**

For most international constituencies, US Middle East policy is unlikely to get ‘better’ under the next president. Instead, it will almost certainly become more interventionist and more confrontational than it has been during Obama’s second term.

Neither a Clinton nor a Trump administration is likely to take steps to facilitate more tangible sanctions relief for Iran under the JCPOA. For those in Europe, Asia and elsewhere eager to expand economic ties to Iran, this will be an ongoing source of frustration. It also means that Iran’s economic and strategic relations with non-Western powers such as China and Russia will probably develop faster and more extensively than relations with Europe and Japan, as the former have more channels for financing trade and investment in Iran that are uncompromised by residual US Iran-related financial sanctions.31 (South Korea is also creating channels to finance Iran-related trade and investment in euros.)

Beyond sanctions relief, the next US president is likely to be more confrontational towards Iran on several fronts – e.g. demanding to inspect non-nuclear military sites as part of implementation of the JCPOA, imposing new sanctions over Iran’s missile programme and undertaking new efforts to contain its regional influence. These steps are virtually certain under Clinton, while at least some are probable under Trump. They will raise tensions between the United States and Iran, with potential escalatory fallout in the region.


31 Leverett and Mann Leverett (2016), ‘Iran After the Nuclear Deal’.
If Clinton wins, US policy towards Syria is likely to evolve in ways that will extend rather than wind down the conflict there, with profoundly negative implications for many constituencies – e.g. renewed refugee flows (especially to Europe) and growth in pro-jihadi sentiment among Sunni Muslims. If Trump wins, there could be renewed efforts to expand US–Russian cooperation on Syria, including in fighting ISIS and other jihadi groups as well as in developing a diplomatic process aimed at a political settlement. But this would depend on Trump and Putin maintaining minimally productive working relations. Also, perceptions that Trump is anti-Muslim could restrain Middle Eastern states’ cooperation with his administration.

Neither Clinton nor Trump is likely to engage on many of the Middle East’s biggest challenges, e.g. climate change, looming water shortages and the growing risk of instability in Saudi Arabia. Whether Clinton or Trump wins, the United States is unlikely to become more effective at brokering a negotiated resolution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict.

All this means that, for Europe and Asia especially, political risk emanating from the Middle East will almost certainly grow more acute, in multiple aspects, under the next US president. As for the potential of allies to influence US Middle East policy, a Clinton administration would be more receptive than a Trump one to European calls for intervention in the region, as was the case with the Obama administration and the 2011 intervention in Libya. Regarding Asia, a Clinton administration would be relatively more attuned than Obama’s has been to Japanese and Indian perspectives on the Middle East, and relatively less focused on courting China’s support for US positions. A Trump administration would only be likely to assign much weight to European and Asian views on the Middle East when those views overlapped with its own agenda.
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